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iRoom‘s iTop Plus with iPad lock and built-in control processor is a 3 in 1 
tabletop solution that stores and charges the iPad. The adjustable light-
ning connector fits any actual iPad model. iTop Plus also locks the iPad 
through a code-protected mechanical bar. This secures the iPad and 
makes it very hard for thieves to take the iPad out and steal it. The built-in 
control processor provides control functionality through 6- Quick Keys on 
the glass faceplate. Any IP command can be assigned to the Quick Keys 
through iRoom’s iPad app in order to control commonly used functions 
such as lights, blinds, volume or source select in a control environment. 
iTop Plus can also be integrated with all major control systems such as 
Crestron, AMX, RTI, Control4, Savant to be used as a control device for 
these control systems. For direct control of devices that don’t have an 
LAN port the optional wireless iO83 or iO83Shade provides high voltage 
relays that switch devices on or off such as lights or blinds.

High end table top dock for the iPad Air and  
iPad Pro (Lightning generations)

Adjustable Connector

Code-protected iPad lock

Power supply included 110-240V to POE+

Audio output

Six assignable quick keys

Assignable motion sensor

Customizable quick key icons

Sends network commands directly to IP clients

Simple configuration

Constructed of Glass und Aluminum

Made in Austria

Apple certified

iPad Table docking station with iPad lock and Quick Keys

iRoom´s iTop Plus
Glass line Ordernr.

iRoom´s iTop Plus black iTop-Plus-b

iRoom´s iTop Plus white iTop-Plus-w

Specifications

Dimension iTop Plus W280/D138/H160mm W11.02“/D5.43“/H6.30“

Weight iTop  2.4 kg 5.3 Ib

Power requirement  Power supply transfer 110V-240V to POE+ (IEEE 803.at)

Optional accessory iRoom´s iO83 Relaycard 8 Outputs 0-240V max. 10A total
iRoom´s iO83Shade Shades/Blinds Control Module 4 Outputs 0-240V 
max. 10A total


